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ALLEN'S DEFENCE OF THE EXTENDED ORDERING HYPOTHESIS:
A CRITICAL APPR.A.ISf.l,

Thereza C. Botha

Introduction
This appraisal is directed at Allen I s (1978)
thesis (henceforth "EOH"), 1)

Extended Ordering Hypo-

which represents an "extension" of

Siegel's (1974) Ordering Hypothesis.

The latter hypothesis is formu-

lated as follows by Siegel (1974:152):

(1)

ORDERING HYPOTHESIS
A.

In English, Class I

affixation precedes Class I I

affixation.

B.

The cyclic stress assignment rules follow Class I
affixation and precede Class II affixation.

According to Siegel (1974:148), Class I affixes are introduced with a
+ boundary. whereas Class

II affixes are introduced wi th a # boundary.

The association of different boundaries with the two classes of affixes
captures the insight that Class I affixes are stress-determining,
whereas Class II affixes are stress-neutral.
The EOH, as formulated by Allen (1978:83), reads as follows:

(2)

EOH
Compound formation follows all rules of affixation, and
the assignment of external word-boundaries to lexical
items is ordered after affixation rules but before com.

pound ~ng.

2)
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In such a

morphology different types of word formation rules are ordered with
respect to each other.

Individual rules of the same type, however,

are not ordered with respect to each other.

A morphological theory

which incorporates the hypotheses (1) and (2) expresses, among other
things, the following two ordering claims:

(3)

a.

All Level II or #boundary affixation rules are
ordered after all Level I or + boundary affixation rules.

b.

All Level III rules, which include the rules of
compounding, are ordered after both Level I and
Level II affixation rules.

On the basis of (3), it
(i)

~s

predicted that

no + boundary affix will appear outside a # boundary affix
or a compound;

( ~;)
LL

no a ff"~x

The primary

a~m

w~ll

appear

,
outs~de

a compound. 3)

of this paper is to determine the correctness of the

ordering claim expressed by the EOR, i.e. the correctness of the claim
that no affixes may appear outs ide compounds.

Allen (1978 : 232ff.)

discusses various morphologically complex words of English in which,
apparently, affixes appear outside compounds,
words poses a serious challenge to the EOH.

The existence of such
However, she employs a

number of strategies to protect the EOH from refutation by this apparent counterevidence.

Her strategies for protecting the EOH will be

analyzed critically.
Any attempt at empirical validation of a hypothesis such as the EOH
must take account of the status which the hypothesis is supposed to
have.

In this regard the following question arises:
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Did Allen intend the EOR to be a language-specific prln-

(4)

ciple of English, or did she intend it to be a languageindependent principle?

Allen does not explicitly characterize the status of her morphological
theory as either language-specific or language-independent.

She (1978:1)

merely states that the aim of her thesis is

"to determine the nature of the principles of word formation,
and to investigate their interaction vlith other granunatical
phenomena" .

Furthermore, she does not explicitly restrict the scope of her study
to the morphology of English in particular.
"(the) morphology".

She repeatedly refers to

Consider, for example, remarks such as the follm,r-

ing:

"The generative capacity of the morphology is decreased by
including the Strong Boundary Condition and the Extended
Ordering Hypothesis as part of the theoretical machinery."4)
[Abstract]

II

there are three levels in the mOl-phology at which
rules of word formation operate. II
[p. 186]

"The Extended Ordering Hypothesis is a general ordering
pr'inciple of morphology which drastically limits the
number of pass ible combinations of prefixes and suf fixes. I '

[p.
"The theory

of morphotogy for which I have argued

[po

196J

"
214J

There appears to be no reason to believe that Allen did not intend her
general theoretical claims to have the status of language-independent
principles.

Matters are complicated, however, by the fact that Allen
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(1978:6) accepts Siegel's (1974) Ordering Hypothesis which is explicitly
formulated for English only.

Thus consider the following remark by

Siegel (1974: 152):

"In English, Class I affixation precedes Class II affixation." S)

Although Allen makes no explicit statement to this effect, her acceptance of Siegel's Ordering Hypothesis could be taken to indicate that
she intended the EOR to be a principle of English morphology alone.
The ambiguity in the status of the EOH entails that the claim that
affixes may not appear outside compounds has to be tested both as a
language-specific claim and as a claim about language in general.
This paper is concerned with the question whether the EOH is correct
as a language-specific principle.

In the thesis (T.C. Botha 1982)

on which this paper is based, the status of the EOR as a languageindependent principle is considered as well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In

§Z,

the

status of the EOR within the more general framework of Allen's theory
of Overgenerating Morphology will be considered in some detail.
predictions of the EOR are presented ~n

§3.

§4

The

considers some

putative counterexamples to the EOH, as well as Allen's attempts at
defusing the threat which these examples pose to the EOH.
~n

§S,

Finally,

I shall briefly look at other linguists' views on the ques-

tion of whether compounds can form the basis of affixation in English.
The main findings of the paper are summarized in

2

§6.

The EOR within an Overgenerating Morphology

Before the predictions of the EOH are considered, it is necessary to
consider the nature of the relationship between Allen's (1978:189)
theory of Overgenerating Morphology and her EOH.
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According to Allen (1978:189), all word formation rules, including the
compound formation ruJ.es, apply to bases vlhich are either (i) underived
or (ii) potential well-formed out[)1Jts of word formation rules.

Whether

these potential words are also occurring words is not relevant at all.
Allen thus regards rules of word formation as over-generating rules.
According to her (1978:195).

"Over--genera t ing word-formation rul es app ly whenever the
structural conditions of their application are met, and
can be blocked only by general, independently motivated
prindples. "

Allen (1978:189) uses the term Overgenerating Horphology to refer to
this
.

~t.

"model of the workings of morphological rules" , as she phrases

6)

Because Allen (1978:185) assumes an Overgenerating Morphology, she has
to account for the fact that the word formation rules generate an

~n

finite set of possible, well-formed words, only some of which are actual
or occurring words in the language.

In order to do this, she dis-

tinguishes between the Conditional Lexicon and the Permanent Lexicon.
According to her (1978:189),

" ... the set of potential well-formed outputs of WFRs
[i.e. word formation rules --- T.C.~.J and CFRs [i.e.
compound formation rules --- T.C.B.], an infinite
set, will be referred to as the Conditional Lexicon, and
the 1 ist of exceptional words as the Permanent Lexicon."

Allen (1978:196) regards the EOH as one of a set of general, independently motivated principles of morphology which restrict the ways ~n
7
She (1978:196) formulates
which word formation rules may interact. )
this view as follows:

"The Extended Ordering Hypothesis is a general ordering
principle of morphology which drastically limits the
number of possible combinations of prefixes and suffixes."
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According to Allen (1978:212), some interaction between an Overgenerating Morphology and the EOH is inevitable, since they are both principles of morphology which govern the application of word formation
rules.

Furthermore, she (1978:212) rejects the claim that the EOH

can be maintained only in conjunction with an Overgenerating Morphology in certain cases.

As Allen (1978:212) points out, both hypotheses

are motivated on the basis of independent sets of data.
the fact that there are well-formed words

~n

For example,

-ing and -ed which

form the bases of other word formation rules, but which do not occur
as independent words, provides evidence for postulating an Overgenerating Morphology.
EOH.

These facts, however, have nothing to do with the

On the other hand, the fact that word-boundary affixes do not

appear outside compounds, constitutes crucial evidence for the EOH,
but is independent of an Overgenerating Morphology.
Allen (1978:212-213) illustrates the nature of the interaction between
an Overgenerating Morphology and the EOR with reference to the forms

hunch-backed, pale-faced and dirrrwitted.

According to her, the

bracketings in (5)(a) violate the EOH, since a Level II suffix, #ed,
~s bracketed outside a compound, which 1S formed at Level 111. 8 )
By contrast, the bracketings in (5)(b) do not violate the EOH in any
way.

However, the bracketings

an Overgenerating Morphology.

[witted]

(5)

(a)

~n

(5) (b) can only be assigned within

The forms

[backed],

[faced]

and

are not "independently occurring words" in English.

[hunch-back] ed
[pale-face] ed
[dim-wit] ed

(b)

[hunch] [backed]
[pale] [faced]
[dim] [witted]

According to Allen (1978:213), there is ample evidence from the semantics and stress patterns of forms such as these in favour of a bracketing as in (S)(b).

She (1978:213) thus concludes that
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"The f ac t that thes e bracketed forms [~e. the fonns bracketed as in (S)(b) above
T.e.B. J are also consistent
\,rith the Extended Ordering Hypothes is can only be cons trued
as a posi tive result. "9)

We can nO\01 return to Allen's (1978:186) claim that all Level III rules
must be ordered after all Level I and Level II affixation rules.

Recall

that Allen (1978:186) regards compounding as a Level III process.

In

other words, her claim that all Level III rules must be ordered after
all Level I and Level II rules amounts to the claim that no affixes can
appear outside compounds.

It is the correctness of this claim which I

propose to challenge in this study.
Allen's distinction between affixation as Level I and II processes and
compounding as a Level III process, is based on the assumption that the
internal boundaries of forms derived by means of these processes differ.
She (1978:125) presents two sources of evidence in support of this claim:
(i) phonological evidence and (ii) morphological evidence.

(i)

Phonological evidence

Allen (1978:121ff.) observes that there are a number of phonological
distinctions \oThich must be made at the internal boundary of compounds,
i.e. [WORD]

[WORD]

ation, i.e.

[WORD] [#SUF]

forms, and words formed by means of #boundary suffixforms.

In order to account for these distinc-

tions, she posits a distinction between two levels of word formation, viz.
Level II for derivation and Level III for compounds.

The phonological

distinctions are the following:
a.

the tense

Iii -- III

alternation

There is an alternation between the tense final
words and the lax

III

Underived word
(tense

beautu
"'-

Ii/)

ln free-standing

in corresponding derivatives, fanned by means of

#boundary suffixation.

( 6)

Iii

Compare, for example, the following forms:

# suf fix derived form
(lax

III)

beautiful

No such alternation exists In the case of free-standing words ending ln
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IiI and corresponding compounds. The vowel in corresponding compounds
behaves exactly like the vowel in the free-staRding forms.

Compare, for

example, the forms in (7).

Underived word
(tense

Compound

Ii/)

(tense Ii/)

beautlL-treatmen t

beautli

According to Allen (1978: 122), these facts indicate that the rule
responsible for the tensing or laxing of the vowel in question is sensitive to a structural difference in the immediate righthand environment
of the target vowel in derivatives derived by #boundary suffixation and
compounds.

b.

III

and Irlsyllabification

According to Allen (1978:122-123), syllabification of
word-finally.

III

and

Irl

occurs

In the case of corresponding forms derived by means of

#boundary suffixation, however,
they syllabify optionally.

III

and

Furthermore,

Irleither do not syllabify,
III and Irl always syllabify

or
in

compounds, even if followed by a vowel.

(8)

Underived word

# suffix derived form

Compound

angling

angle-inch

[a; I)gal]

[CEl)girf}]

[ce f]galrnc]

wonder

wondering

wonder-ape

[wandarJ

[wandr,f}/wandarlf}]

angle

[wandareypJ *[wandreypJ

Once again, Allen's (1978:123) conclusion is that the internal boundary
structure of compounds must be distinguished from the internal boundary
structure of # boundary suffix derivatives.

c.

Fricative voicing

Allen (1978:124) points out that there is an alternation between VOiceless and voiced fricatives in word-final position in some words and cor-
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responding derivi1i:ives formcd by means of #bo\lndary sufl'ix;ltion.

However, no such altern,ll:iol1 cxi.sts in the
tuent of corresponding compounds.

(9)

(:;lS<.'

ur

tlil' lefl\i;lr,d UJl1sLi-

Compare (9), for example.

# suffix derived form

Uncler1ved "lOrd

Compound

(voiced fricative)

(voiceless

(voiceless
fricative)

fricative)

louse

lousy

[loVJ~ ]

[low~iYJ

louse-eaten

[lQl..v~itanJ

*Clow~itClnJ

These examples shov!, once aga1n, that the operation of certain phonological rules distinguishes between the internal boundary structure of
compounds and the internal boundary structure of derivatives formed on
the basis of # boundary suffixation.
On the strength of the evidence surveyed above, Allen (1978:125) concludes that the internal boundary in compounds differs from the internal
boundary 1n derivatives formed by #boundary suffixation.

She (1978:126)

proposes the following morphological structures in order to capLure this
difference:

(10)

Underived words

[# WORD# ]
ego

[#mepcy# ]

Deriv.Jtiv€s formed by Level II affixation rules

[#

[WORD]

eg.

[

[# SUFFIX] # ]

# [mercy] [# fU I ] # ]

Compo~nds

formed by Level III rules

[# [# \.JORD# ]
ego

[#

[# WORD# ]

[#mercyJ

[#

If

J

kUlinq# ] #

]

As Allen (1978:220) observes, these structures indicate that a "word"
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functioning as a constituent of a Level II derived word has a different morphologicClI status from a "word" functioning as a constituent
of a compound.

(ii)

Morphological evidence

The morphological evidence presented by Allen (1978:66) concerns the
occurrence of negative prefixes in compound adjectives.

According to

Allen (1978:43), the prefix un- must be regarded as a Level I I prefix
associated with a # boundary.

As such, un- should not be able to attach

to compounds, which is indeed the case.

(11)

*un-eollege-educated
*un-factory-built
*un-fuel-injected

The prefix non-, however, may attach to compound adjectives such as

college-educated, factory-built, etc.:

(12)

non-college-educated
non-factory-built
non-fueL-injected

Allen (1978:73) thus concludes that the prefix non- is associated with
a boundary stronger than #.
be accounted for:

The facts in (11) and (12) above can now

un- is a #boundary prefix and, as a Level

un- Prefixation precedes compounding;

I I rule,

non- has a stronger boundary

associated with it and therefore, non- Prefixation is considered a
Level III rule.

Being a Level III rule, non- Prefixation can apply to

compounds, which are also formed by Level III rules.
According to Allen (1978:223), the phonological and morphological facts
in (i) and (ii) above can only be explained within a morphOlogical theory
which includes the claim that Level III rules such as compounding rules
must be ordered after all Level II affixation rules.

Within Allen's

(1978) morphological theory, the EOH constitutes such an ordering statement.
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As an ordering

hY[iClthesi~

,. the

EOH makes

d

numbL'r

or

predictions about

the appearance of affixes in certain morphological forms.

dictions, hm.Jever,

are not

,"!holly unproblematic.

These prc-

One such problematic

prediction is that no Level II affixes can appear outside compounds
,__

,

formed oy Level I I I rules.

10)

It was shown that Allen (1978:121ff.)

holds that the internal boundary in compounds is different from the
internal boundary in derivatives formed by # boundary affixation.

Thus,

if compounds contain a double internal word-boundary, it must be assumed
that derivatives formed by #boundary affixation contain a single internal word-boundary.

Allen (1978:217) therefore proposes that the follow-

1ng distinctions be made:

( 13)

Words
Compounds

}

some #

# Affix forms

other #

+Affix forms

no

#

rules apply only here
rules apply only here
rules apply here

11)

On the basis of ehe same types of evidence, Selkirk (1978 :22) ,12) by
contrast, claims that

"h
t.le

"·
1
[.1. e. \<701:' d"
preceo1ng
neut
ra
-DOUnQary ---affixes behave as if they were word-final." 13)

se~ments

T.C.B.~

Therefore, Selkirk's word-boundary affixation rules do not distinguish
between the word-final morphological environment on the one hand, and
the morphological environment internal to compounds and derivatives
formed by # boundary affixation on the other hand.

According to Ailen

(1978:216), Selkirk proposes that the folloHing distinctions be made:
1

l
r

#

rules apply

+Affix (Non-neutral) forms

#

rules do not apply

Words
Compounds
# Affi:-: (Neutral) forms

J

Selkirk (1978) argues for a morphological theory which Allen (1978:186)
refers to as a "non-ordering" theory.
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Selkirk (1978: 14) accepts the SPE distinction drawn between stress
neutral and non-neutral affixes.

~lereas

neutral affixes are adjuncts

to stems, non-neutral affixes are adjuncts to roots.

She (197B:17)

cites four fundamental properties which distinguish neutral affixes
from

non~neutral

affixes in English.

The property relevant to the pre-

sent discussion is expressed by Selkirk's claim that, whereas neutral
affixes can appear outside compounds, non-neutral affixes cannot.
.
'"
4).
G1ven
the d
1st1nct1on
between stems and roots, 1and
the claim that

neutral affixes attach to stems, whereas non-neutral af:ixes attach
to roots, it is clear why Selkirk's morphological theory can be called
a "non-ordering" theory.

She does not need ordering claims to ensure

'
' d e " non-neutra 1 a ff1xes.
'
15)
t h at t h e neutra 1 a ff 1xes
a 1ways appear "
outS1
In support of her claim that neutral, or #boundary affixes can appear
outside compounds, Selkirk (1978:21-22) presents some examples of morphologically complex words.

Allen (1978:215) sees these examples as

constituting a potential threat to the EOH and, hence, reanalyzes them
to show that they are not real counterexamples to her own morphological
theory.

3

Predictions of the EOH

Before we consider Allen's

reanalyses of the apparent counterexamples

to the EOH, the predictions of her morphological theory must be examined
1n more detail.

A first prediction which follows from Allen's (1978)

morphological theory and which, in fact, is a prediction of the Ordering
Hypothesis, can be formulated as follows:
(15)

No +boundary affixes can appear outside #boundary affixes.

The prediction (15)

follows from the ordering claim of the Ordering Hypo-

thesis, viz. that all Level II #boundary affixation rules are ordered
after all Level I

+boundary affixation rules.

present (15) as a prediction of the EOH.

Allen does not explicitly

However, in her (1978:1Bff.)

discussion of the prefixes un- and in- she argues that the Level I prefix in- can only attach to other Level I derived words.

In (16)(a)

below, for example, in- cannot co-occur with the Level II suffixes -Zy,
-y and -like. 16 ) However, in the forms (16) (b), in- may attach to yords
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( a)

;;'inchi [.til i ,~~<S
(1)

l1blZity

.

,

an""L.mC7;e

By contrast, the suffix L!n-- can attach to "'ords derived by Level

affixation rules.

( 17)

II

Compare, for example, the forms in (17).

,mfY'iendZu
•

</

un Z-uc7<y

unc:hitdZike

At a first glance, there seems to be some justification for the prediction presented in (15). As Allen (1978:215) notes, this prediction is
essentially equivalent to the proposals incorporated

In

Siegel's (1974:

152) Ordering Hypothesis.

The second prediction of Allen's morphological cheory is described by
her (197,3:215) as "not controversial".

This prediction follows from

the second ordering claim of the EOH, viz. thac all Level III rules are
ordered after all Level I and Level II affixation rules.

(18)

No Level I +boundary affixes can appear outside compounds,
which are formed by Level III rules.

Allen (1978:215) notes that +boundary affixes do not appear outside com-

pounds.

They do, ho'olev'?r, occur free Ly compound-internally.

This

clear from the following examples presented Dy Allerr (1978:215):

lS
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+Affix outside compound

*[
*[

in [fuel-injected] ]
[street - music] al ]

+Affix inside compound

[ [inhospitable] [looking] ]
[ [musical ] [smmdingJ ]

Allen (1978:215ff.) deals with the third prediction of the EOH in far
greater detail.

This prediction follows from the ordering claim expressed

by the EOH, viz. that all Level III rules are ordered after all Level I
and Level II affixation rules.

(20)

No Level II # boundary affixes can appear outside compounds,
which are formed by Level III rules.

It was shown ~n

§2

above that Allen (1978:75, 121ff.) argues, on

the basis of phonological and morphological evidence, that a formal
distinction should be drawn between Level II and Level III morphological processes.

However, as Allen (1978:215) notes,

"The relationship of Level III morphological processes,
especially compounding, to Level II word-boundary affixation rules is more complex."

Allen's problem is that there appear to be cases in which Level II
affixes occur outside compounds.

In the presentation of her morpholo-

gical theory, Selkirk (1978:21) cites examples in which # boundary
'
a ff ~xes
seem to appear

outs~'d e

compo un d s. 17)

It

'
~s

0

b
'
v~ous
that, ~'f

Selkirk's analysis should prove to be correct, such forms \"rould constitute clear violations of the EOH.

In an attempt to save the EOH,

Allen (1978:215ff.) attempts to reanalyze the forms
Of the

var~ous

~n

question.

predictions made by Allen's morphological theory, the third one

is both the most problematic and the most interesting.

First. there are
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several English words wilich apparently conflict with this prediction
i,inel \-lhicil have to be dealt

~;ith

Lc:dlviduaLLy by Al10.2[,[.

SCl:ondlj', the

prediction does not seem to be borne \.lui: by eleHa 1:lom Lmguages othL'r
than English.

In the rest of this

pap,~r,

theL-erore, I vlill concentrate

on the third prediction of Allen's morpho]ogical theory.

4
4.1

Allen 1 s defence of the EOR
General

In addition to the apparent counterexamples presented by Selkirk (1978:
21), Allen (1978:224££.) herself cites a number of forms which pose a

threat to the EOH.

IS

)

Before proceeding with a discussion of Allen's

handling of specific apparent counterexamples to the EOH, let us first
consider her reaction to the apparent counterexamples in general.
Botha (1981a:~08-409) lists seven fundamental Hays in which a scientist
19)
may reac~ to criticism brought against a hypothesis or theory.
The
choice of an appropriate form of reaction is co-detennined by the SClentist's

judgment of the relevancE and force of tile criticism brought

against his theory.
Some of the strategies used by Alle.n in defence of the EOH against the
putative counterexamples rep:esent the form of reaction called "protection" by Borha (1981a:/+13-4'i7).

"Protection", according to Botha (19813:

409), entails that

"the sci2nt:lst takes ~teps to protect H [i.e. a hypothesis
T.e.B.] or T [i.e. a theory ---- T.C.B.] from
the criticism without eliminating its defect(s) in any
direct way."

According to Botha (19813:414), this type of reaction

lS

aimed at retain-

lng a criticized hypothesis by taking certain steps.

These steps involve

the fonnulation of auxiliary hypotheses ]'Jhich protect the defective hypothesis from the crLtLclsm.
- nacure, 20)
non-a d 'noc ln

Auxiliary hypotheses are eicher ad hoc or
depending on whether the protective devices ln

terms of which the claims are marie are objectionable or non-objectionable.
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According to BothL! (1978:3), "protective devices" may be characterized
as

"concepts, conceptual distinctions, auxiliary hypotheses, methodological assumptions, etc. by means of which
a hypothesis or theory may be made compatible with data
that appear to conflict with one or more of the test
implications of the hypothesis or theory."

Botha (1978:19) states that a protective device is conventionally considered to be objectionable if it can be used to make claims which have
to be assigned the status of ad hoc auxiliary hypotheses.

Conversely,

a protective device is non-objectionable if it can be used to make
claims that can be assigned the status of non-ad hoc auxiliary hypotheses.
As was claimed above, Allen's (1978) strategy for defending the EOH
entails protecting it from refutation.

The steps she takes, crucially

do not involve any modifications to the hypothesis, but serve to render
the criticized EOH consistent with the linguistic data that constitute
the potential counterexamples.

The question that has to be answered

here, is whether Allen's strategy of protection is objectionable or
non-objectionable.

In order to do this, consideration will have to be

given to the putative counterevidence Ln conjunction with the various
protective devices which Allen (1978) employs.
Most of the putative counterexamples to the EOH which Allen (1978:224ff.)
deals with come from (Selkirk 1978).

Selkirk does not present them as

counterexamples to the EOH, but Allen regards them as posing a threat to
her hypothesis.
Allen herself.

The remaining putative counterexamples are mentioned by
All the examples involve the occurrence of an affix,

specifically a #boundary affix, outside a compound.

As was previously

shown, the ordering claim expressed by the EOH explicitly prohibits the
2
attachment of a Level II, #boundary affix outside a compound. 1)
The putative counterexamples to the EOl{ fall into two classes, VLZ.
(i) words in which prefixes appear outside compounds, and (ii) words Ln
which suffixes appear outside compounds.

Examples of words in which pre-

fixes occur outside compounds are the following:
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un~~

-..,

.-

r1
LLi71- Liieli

[un-

[Cud f
~

')(1"(
,.. n
Lg
... l--.J

(;.<

-,

r

[reCre-

-i

eJJ J

re-

(22)

Botha

LLip

j

]

..J

[-,>.
u
~

to re-air-condition
to pre-air'-aond1: tion

to pre-prooJ-read
to re-proof-r>ead
re-type-u.IY;' -t e
re-tape--record
~

,23)

pre-vape-recora

Selkirk (1978:21) also presents the following examples
fixes occur outside compounds:

(23)

-Jul
[ U-inger

h:pJ

l. ]

[ [tug boat] -Jut]
-less
[ [motel' eye;

] -Less]

[ [sun 8hine] -less]
-ness
[ [ [t-ight

tJ

[ [home sick] -ness]

-nes~J
v
d

~n

which suf-
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. ,

-LSIZ

[

] -ish]

b

-y
[ [tear gas]

-y]

[ [ice cream cOlle]

-yJ

-~y

[ [praiseworthi ] -~y ]

[ [breath

-lyJ

-ed
[ [shirt sleeve] -edJ
[ [hard heal.tJ -edJ

The varLOUS protective devices which Allen employs 1n reanalyzing
these putative counterexamples to the EOR, will be examined in the
following paragraph.

4.2

Prefixes occurring outside compounds

As was noted in

§ 3,

the EOH predicts that # boundary affixes can-

not occur outside compounds.

Accord

to Allen (1978:222-224), this

prediction is borne out by examples such as the following:

(24)

un#
unabsorbent

-;'':;UJ!.-

unfilled

""lA.n-

:;]
[dmJn - Ii. I ZGO]

re#
re-dive

'1'}~'e-

re-cZean

-;(}'i(2-

-clive]
[ VGClmm-C rean. ]
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de#
Verb:

de-magnetize

''<.:1e - [lwTul-:w10 rw [:'i,;; l'

Noun:

de-maDt

j<cit,'-

J

[('oPt': """111([,'; /, ]

mal#
mal-formation

"<mal- [bone-fonnat1:onJ

mal-adjustment

*rnal- [timing --ad,justment ]

hyper#
hyper--extension

*hypi?r- [rrruscZc-extensionJ

mis#
mis-pronunciation

*mis- [vowel-pronunciation]

mis-judgment

*mis- [court-judgment]

The examples above appear to indicate that the #boundary prefixes may
not attach to compounds, exactly as predicted by the EOH.

The prefixes re- and pre-

4.2. 1

Although the prefixes un-, re-, de-, mal-, hyper- and
outside compound verbs, as illustrated in (24)

m'L-S-

do not appear

above, there seem to be

some cases in which prefixes can appear outside compounds_

On the strength

of the occurrence of derivatives based on compound verbs such as those in
(21) and (22) above, Allen (1978:224, 231) concedes that the prefixes reand pre- do

ap~ear

to attach externally to some compound

v~rbs.

The deri-

vatives in question are repeated in (25) for the sake of convenlence.

(25)

l'e-ai "('-condi tion
pre-air-condition
pre-proot-read
re-proot-read
re-type-write
re-tape-record
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pre-tapp-record
l'e-up-grade

Because both re- and pre- attach only to verbs, the bracketing of the
examples in (25) should be similar to the bracketing which Allen (1978:
225) proposes for re-air-condition and pre-proof-read.

(26)

ere [ [air] [condition] ] ]
[pre [ [PpoofJ [read] ] ]

According to Allen (1978:225), it is quite clear that the verbs in (25)
in which the prefixes re- and pre- appear outside compounds, constitute
violations of the EOH.

Consequently, she (1978:225-232) has to defend

the EOH

~n

one way or another.

employs

~s

to deny these forms the status of actual counterexamples.

The strategy which Allen (1978:225-232)

This she achieves by drawing a conceptual distinction between compounds
formed by regular Level III rules and compounds formed by back-formation.
Hence, she (1978:231) argues that

"These ~xamples [i.e. the examples in (25) above
T.C.B.J violate the Extended Ordering Hypothesis only
if the Level II prefixes re- and pre- attach externally
to Level III derived compound ver~ But I have argued
that compound verbs such as to air-condition, to typewrite, to tape-record are not Level III derived compound
verbs, but arise via a phenomenon limited to items in
the permanent lexicon. The occurrence of external prefixes in compound verbs derived by back-formation is
therefore not a violation of the Extended Ordering Hypothesis. "24)

Allen (1978:226) points out that the fact that the compounding rules
for nouns and adjectives are overgenerating rules would lead

on~

to

expect the rule of compound verb-formation to be an overgenerating
25)
rule as well.
According to her (1978:226), however, this is not the
case.

This rule does not generate a set of "possible compound verbs".

The verbs to air-condition, to proof-read,

to ghost-write, to joy-ride,

etc. do not exemplify a productive morphological pattern.

According to
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Allen (1978:226), they belong to
verbs.

d

very restricted

To illustrdte hee point, she Clees

rel~lted

Cl;lSS

uf

69

cornpOLIIlC

verbs sllch as those

in (27) claiming not only tllat these verbs arc non-occurring words,
but also that they are morphologicaHy impossib1e.

(27)

*to water-condition
"'to prin t-rcad
*to student-write

i'to train-Y'idc

Allen thus argues that there

LS

no compound verb formation rule

In

English.
The hypothesis that compound verbs in English differ from other compounds in that the former are not formed by Level III rules, is the
hasis of a first strategy to protect the EDH from refutation. The argument which forms the basis of this strategy, may be reconstructed as
follows:

( 28)

( a)

There is no Compound Verb formation rule which directly
generates compound verbs in SngLLsh.

(b)

Compound verbs in English are formed by means of one of
two processes, viz. back-formation from items listed 1n
the permanent lexicon and zero-derivation.

(c)

The EOH does not apply to morphological processes operating within the permanent lexicon.

Cd)

Thus,

the cases where prefixes appear outside compound

verbs are not actual counterexamples to the EOH.

The (b) part of (28) 15 supported by t_va supplementary argu:nents.
first one concerns the nature of back-formatioll.

The

Allen (1978:227-231)

argues that verbs such as to aip-cc)f?cht,ion and to [11:'oof-rcad are formed
in the following way:
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"Why can forms such as air-conch t ion anu tape-record occur
as verbs, while the forms waterition and book-record
are not possible compound verbs.
e answer lles in the
fact that verbs such as air-condition and tape-record are
associated with lexicalizeClnominaf~ompounds; i.e. airconditioner, tape-recorder. Notice that to air-condCtlon
does not mean 'to condit-ion the air (by any
rather 'to use an air-conditioner', where 'air-conditioner'
itself has a highly spec
ized meaning •.. By contrast,
water-conditioner, book-recorder are pos
le compound
compounds with idiosyncratic
nouns but are not
meanings. Just in those cases where there are no lexicalized compound nouns, there are also no related compound
verbs: *to water-condition, *to book-record ...
The traditional analysis of compound verbs [SUCh as to
air-condition and to proof-read --- T.C.B. ] is that
they are back-formations. That is, a verb such as to aircondition is derived via a process of re-analysis
affix-dropping from a related compound noun or adjective,
the second element of which must be deverbal. For example,
the compound nouns air-conditioner. " ' , stage-!11<:lnager, " ' ,
are bracketed as shown below.
(310)

[ [stage] N [ [manage] V erJ N ] N
[ [air] N [ [condition] V erJ N ] N

The presence of the suffix
force a re-analysis; e.g.
(311)

[ [stage manage] V

~,

which attaches to verbs, can

erJ N

[ [air condition] V erJ N
•.. As the data ... show, back-formation is applicable only
to lexicalized compounds ... In other words, back-formation
is a phenomenon which is limited to items in the permanent
lexicon. and does not apply to compounds formed by levelordered, overgenerating rules of morphology."

Allen's argument as regards back-formation, can be reconstructed as
fo llows:

(a)

There is no rule of Compound Verb Formation Ln English.

(b)

Compound verbs such as to ai-t'-condition and to proof-read
have lexicalized compounds associated with them.
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(c)

Back-tormation applies only to Lexicalizcd compounds
listed in the. Perlluncnt

(d)

71

Ll:X.1COll.

~l!1d

Thus, compound verbs such :Jsto m>J.'-conciU'ic'li

are formed via back-formation from itQms
listed

1n

the Permancl1L Lexicon.

The second supplementary argument in
process of "zero-derivation".

of (28)(b), concernS the

The process of zero-derivation is in-

voked by Allen (1978:231-232) to derive

verbs from related

nouns which are not lexicalized.

"There are compound verbs which are formed by a process of
zero-derivation from a related compound nomina 1; e.g.
(313)

oy-ride] N

[day-d

N

-,

1J N

[pin-point]

N

6 ] "v

r

[snow-shoe]
[bl

I =joy-ride]
L

L [snow-shoe] N " ] V
-,
rf,
[
[black-mail] N

N

[

[pin-point]

N

[

[day-dream]

N
N

J V

~

]

V

rh

]

V

it will be
that zero derivation is a component
of the level-order~d morphology. Therefore, the Extended
Ordering Hypothesis is relevant to' zero-derived compounds,
and predicts that Leve I I # boundary affixes should not
appear outside zero-derived compound verbs. This prediction
seems to be borne out
the facts, as illustrated by the
follm.Jing examples.
(314)

"'re -b] ack-mai 1
"'re-pi n-point
"'re-day-deeam

re-:mail
re-po],nt

re-dream."

Allen (1978:281) in fact claims that zero-derivation is a
morphological process.

~evel

III

Her argument concernlng compound verbs formed

by zero-derivation is reconstructed in (30).

00 )

(a)

Zero-derivation is a Level III morpholo

(b)

No Leve I II

process.

# boundary affixes should appear outside

zero-derived compound verbs.
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The # boundary prefixes re- and pi'e- moy not appear
outside-compound verbs such as joy-ride, blackmail,

day-dream, etc.
(d)

Thus, the compound verbs joy-ride, bl-ackmail and

day-dl'eam are formed by zero-derivation.

According to Allen (1978:232), only those compound verbs that are
formed by means of back-formation can be prefixed by re- and pre-. 26 )
These cases, however, fall outside the domain of the EOH.

The zero-

derived compound verbs which fall in the domain of the EOH, obey the
restrictions of this hypothesis.

By employing the strategy of re-

analysis of the problematic data, Allen thus attempts to protect the
EOH from refutation by forms such as to re-air-condition.
In the preceding discussion it became clear that Allen needs additional assumptions in order to protect the EOH from the apparent counterexamples Ln (25) above.

Allen's (1978:224ff.) strategy of protect-

ing the EOH by reanalyzing certain compound verbs as back-formations.
depends heavily on the distinction between the Conditional and the
Permanent Lexicon.
either.

The strategy itself is not wholly unproblematic

A first problematic aspect of the strategy is Allen's con-

ception of lexicalization.

It is not clear on exactly what grounds

she distinguishes between lexicalized and non-lexicalized forms.
Consider, for instance, her discussion of the occurrence of the prefix

re- outside compound verbs, as in to re-air-condition.
As was noted above, Allen (1978: 227) regards compound verbs such as

to air-condition to be back-formations from related lexicalized compound nouns.

She (1978:228) claims that air-conditioner, in contrast

to water-conditioner, is lexicalized, and as such has "a highly specialized meaning".

According to her, to air-condition does not mean

"to condition the air", but rather "to use an air-:-conditioner".
Hm.,rever, she does not explain why to air-condition cannot mean "to
condition the air" if to condition has the conventional meaning "to
put into the required state" .27)
A related problem concerns the grounds on which it is decided whether
or not a given word is lexicalized.

Thus, it is not quite clear on

what grounds Allen decides that nouns such as air-conditioner and
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proof-reader have "highly specialized meanings".

In order

[0

73

substan-

tiate claims such as these, Allen has to formulate explicit criteria
on the basis of which it can bedectded wllether a given forlll is IcxicIlized or not.

Her discussion proceeds in the absence of such criteria.

The problem is clearly illustrated by the form air-condit1:oner.
.

, 78)

cording to Webster sconditions".

Ac-

(1961 :46), an air-conJitionec is "one that air-

The meaning of this form, according to this dictionary

at least, thus seems to be fully compositional.
A second problematic aspect of Allen's
'back-formation'.

reanalysis concerns the notion

Linguists such as Marchand (1969) and Aronoff (1976)

regard back-formation as a process which has mainly diachronic relevance.

Compare the following remarks by Marchand (1969:3)29):

"The process called backderivation Cbackformation) has often
diachronic relevance only. That peddle vb. [i.e. 'verb' --T.C.B.] is derived from peddler sb. [i.e. 'substantive'
--- T.C.B.] through reinterpretation is of historical
interest. For synchronic analysis, however, the equation is
peddle: peddler ~ write: writer, which means that the diachronic process of backderivation does not affect the derivative correlation for present-day speakers who do not feel any
difference between the relationship write : writer on the one
hand and peddle : peddler on the other-.-II -

According to lackendoff (1975:649, 650), a focmerly non-existent word
such as retribute, for instance, enters the language by means of the
process of back-formation rrom, say, retribution.

But once retribute

1S 1n the lexicon, a restructuring is possible, resulting in retribute
being regarded as the basic and retribution as the derived form.

This

account, 1n Jackendoff's opinion, captures the fact that a word formed
by means of back-formation ceases to be recognized as such by speakers
of English.
Allen does not adduce a single argument showing that the ideas of
Marchand, Jackendoff and Aronoff regarding back-formation are untenable.
In fact, it seems quite plausible to assume that speakers of English
regard a noun such as air-conditioner as a derivative formed by -er
Suffixation on the basis of the verb air-condition.

The opposite view,

V1Z. that speakers regard air-conditioner as the base from which the
verb air-condition is derived, seems considerably less plausible.

It
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1S

undeniably so that the rule which attaches agentive -er

1S

productively involved in the derivation of a Large number of 2gen-

tive nouns in English.

lr1

Ef1glish

An account of the forms air-condition;

air-

conditioner such as that of Allen (1978), thus seems to lack the
appropriate grounding.

Moreover, it is doubtful whether Allen's ana-

lysis a f compound verbs as back-fonnat ions is the bes t of the al ternatives available within her own framework.

She (1978:198ff.) proposes

a system in terms of which morphological features may be assigned to
words in the Conditional Lexicon.

These features specify whether or

not certain words and their related derivatives may be selected by the
Lexical Insertion transformations.
feature

[-Lexical Insertion;Strong]

She (1978:200) proposes that the
(or [-LIS])

words derived by non-productive, semantically
formation processes.

be assigned to

no~-compositional

word

Given that the compound verb formation rule is a

non-productive rule, one may ask why Allen cannot merely assign the
feature [-LIS] to t~e compound verbs to air-condition and to tape-record?
According to her (1978:200), the fact that an item in the Conditional
Lexicon is marked [-LIS] does not prevent it from participating in,
what she calls, "further morphological derivation".

Thus, the produc-

tive rule of -er Suffixation could apply to the verbs to air-condition
and to tape-rec01'd to form the nouns air-conditioner and tape-recorder.
However, Allen does not consider such an analysis at all.
then, that Allen's reanalysis

It seems,

of certain compound verbs as back-

formations is not particularly well-motivated, even within her own
framework.

Consequently, the hypothesis that compound verbs are

formed by back-formation and zero-derivation, should be regarded as an
ad hoc auxiliary hypothesis, introduced for the sale purpose of protecting the EOH.

Given these problematic aspects of Allen's protec-

tion of the EOA, the apparent counterexamples in (25) above must be
regarded as real counterexamples to the hypothesis.

4.'1.2

The prefix un-

The occurrence of the prefix un- outside compounds, as in (31)

below,

also appears to contradict the second ordering claim of the EOH.
following cases are presented by Selkirk (1978:21):

The
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(31 )

[WI

[hen -peer: cd]

75

J

[un [Cod-j'eay'in;!] ]

Allen (1978:18ff.) argues that un- 1S a Level II #boundary prefix.
Consequently, according to her theory (1978:222), un- cannot appear
outside compounds.

Allen presents the following examples in support

of this claim:

(32)

*un- [fuel-~iTijectedJ
*un- [supe-footed]

*un- [berpy-gathering]
*un- [home-made]

Allen does not regard examples such as those of (31) as pos1ng a threat
to the EOH.

She (1978:288 n. 17) argues as follows:

"I find both examples [i.e. the examples in (31) --- T.C.B.]
extremely marginal. When a reasonable number and variety
of compound adjectives is examined, it becomes clear that
non- attaches quite freely, but that un- is very generally
excluded [from attaching to compounds---=-- T.C.B.J ."

The claim that forms in which the prefix un- appears outside a compound
are "extremely marginal", forms the basis of a second device which
Allen employs to protect the EOH from potential counterexamples such as

un-hen-pecked.

(33 )

(a)

Allen's argument can be reconstructed as follows:

Un1ike non-, un- does not altach "quite freely" to
compounds.

(b)

The cases 1n which un- occurs outside compound adjectives are extremelv marginal.

(c)

Thus, the cases in which un- occurs outside compound
adjectives do not constitute a violation of the EOR.

Allen's treatment of the potential counterexamples 1n (31) 1S highly
unsatisfactory.

She denies these forms the status of real counterexam-

ples to the EOR but makes no attempt to provide an acceptable expLma-
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Further-

more, the meaning of expressions such as "a re.Json.Jble number and
variety of compound adjectives",

"quite freely",

and "extremely marginal" is uncleClr.

"very generally"

For example, how many examples

can be considered to be a "reasonable number" of examples?

The hypo-

thesis that the cases in which un- appears outside compound adjectives
are extremely marginal and cannot be regarded as counterexamples to
the EOH, thus seems to be entirely ad hoc.

Because Allen's protection

of the EOH against potential counterexamples such as un-hen-pecked and

un-God-fearing is not convincing, these forms too must be regarded as
real counterexamples to the EOH.
This concludes the discussion of Allen's treatment of a first class of
potential counterexamples to the EOH, viz. forms in which prefixes
occur outside compounds.
g~vlng

I

have shown that Allen does not succeed

~n

a satisfactory explanation for the apparent occurrence of the

suffixes re-, pre- or un- outside compounds.

Thus, despite her attempts

to do so, all the examples under discussion must still be regarded as
counterexamples to the EOH.

4;3
4.3.1

Suffixes

occurr~ng

outside compounds

The suffix -[u[

According to Allen (1978:234), the occurrence of the #boundary suffix

-fu[ outside apparent compounds, as in (34) below, appears to constitute a violation of the EOH.

(34)

[[fingel' L-tp] -fu1]
[ [Lug /JOGt] -ru~]

Allen (1978:235) refuses to regard the examples In (3lf) as counterexamples to the EOH.

She (1978:234-235) states that
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"Selkirk's examp]ps of a suffix -£ul apparently appearing
outside a compound (finger-tipf~tug-bo3tful) .::ire mislcad.
.
ful is nol t~-=tulw-hlch is normil! ly
ing Since this suffix
referred to as a neutral--C;"r word-bollm!ary suffix, ;llld Y.. i~l "il
adjectives such as Ilarmful, fearful, wor~;lli Cui,
Eul. The meanings of these latter C'xa",p os
- :............:.:,--;_... _-can
approximately as 'full of harm', full of
But Selkirk's examples
of worship', etc.
Eul and [tug-boat] Eul are not adjectives
fingertips I and 'full of tug-boats ';
are nouns, meaning roughly 'a full (up) fingertip', 'a full (up)
" parallel to nouns like:: cupful,
handful
The morphological status of this seco"nd_nounmust be established before it can be userl
r anything. It is possible that this
actually the free word full functioning as a
constituent. It is certainly- phonologically discompo
tinct from the true word-boundary s~ffix -Iul:
I

(316 )

worshipful
saucerEL:l

[ IJ, [El]
[nn] , "[fcJl], ,', [0]"

Allen (1978:234) notes that there are two different morphemes,
and fill0. which have different properties.

""

ties of -ful
.
1 and

A comparison of the properdifferences:

-Pul
J
1

(JS)

(a)

ful2 reveals the fol

Examples

l2
haY'mful

(a)

Examples

l

fearful
( b)

Semantics

(c)

Morphoiogy:

(b)

Semantics

( i) appears :tn

(c)

Morphology: ( i) appears in
nouns
(ii) attaches to
compounds

(ii) does not
attach to
compounds 30)
Phona

(i) has zerQ
stress
(i i) phonetic
representation:

1J

[fal]

l1a

ful

(up) x"

"full of x"

adjectives

(d)

L1

(d)

Phonology : (i) has secondary stress

(ii) pbonetic representation:
[fUl]
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ful2 which may at-

tach to compounds, as 1n finger'-t-ipfu land tug-boatfu l, is ac tua lly
the free word full.

This claim forms the basis of an argument which

may be reconstructed as follows:

(36)

(a)

-full and ful2

(b)

-full is a # boundary suffix which (i) means "full

represent two different morphemes.

of x", (ii) appears in adj ec ti ves, (ii i) does not
attach to compounds, (iv) has zero stress and (v) 1S
pronounced
(c)

[flJ

or

[fal] .

ful2 1S a morpheme which (i) means "a full (up) x",
(ii)

appears in nouns, (iii) attaches to compounds,

(iv) has secondary stress and (v) is pronounced

[fUl
(d)

J.

The morpheme -ful which appears in finger-tipful

has

ful2 which is not a # boundary

all the properties of
suffix.
(e)

Thus, forms such as finger-tipful and tug-boatful in
which

ful2 occurs outside compounds do not constitute

a violation of the EOH.

Hhereas -ful1 is a suffix which is attached by a Level II #boundary
suffixation rule,

ful2 is an independent word which is attached by a

Level III compounding rule.
pearance of

According to Allen (1978:235), the ap-

ful2 outside compounds (e8.

finger-tipful) is therefore

no more surprising than the existence of doubly compounded words such
as shoe-box label and blackboard eraser.
Thus, Allen protects the EOH by arguing that Selkirk (1978:21) has
misanalyzed

the forms finger-tipful and tug-boatful.

According to

Allen (1978:234), Selkirk has failed to note the differences between
the word full which attaches to compounds and the suffix -ful \~hich
appears in derivatives.

If these differences are taken into conside-

ration, the EOH is in no way contradicted by the relevant facts.
Allen's (1978:234-236) reanalysis

of the cases 1n which -ful attaches
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to compounds

IS

quite convIncing.
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NidQ (1946:82, 89) has made similac

observations about the differences between the suffix -fuL ,:md the
free word fuLL

31)

"This form [i.e. -fu[ as in iwrmfuLT.C.B.] must
be distinguished from the allomorph -Eul which occurs
In handful, hatfuL ... , and which hasadifferent type
of juncture and-a-secondary stress rather than a zero
stress.,i32)
"Allomorph 2 [i.e. -fuL as in handful
T.C.B.1 combines in the same Ivay as do compounding roots. "33)-

We can conclude, then, that the hypothesis concernIng the word status

ful which appears outside compounds, is well-supported and

of the

therefore non-ad hoc.

The suffix -Less

4.3.2

According to AlLen (1978:236), Selkirk's (1978:21) account of forms
such as those in (37), in which the suffix -Z-ess appears outside compounds, represents another case of

(37)

[ [motor cycle]

misanalysis:

-less]

[ [sun Shine] -Less]

Allen attempts to analyze the -[ess cases in the same way as the cases
with -fur.

She (1978:236) argues as follows:

"Since there is also a free word less it is possible that
these are also cases of compound formation. As in the
case of -ful, the true word-boundary suffix -less and the
-less which appears outside of compounds are phonologically
"dIstinct. In the true word-boundary suffix -less, the
vowel of the suffix is a reduced vowel: fatherless [-lusJ
moneyless [-lasJ ' ~eaningless [-las].
Where -less attaches outside a compound, however, it can be stressed and
unreduced, [-12SJ.
These facts make it doubtful that
forms such as motor-cycle-less contain the word-boundary
suffix -less."
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outside compounds is the free

word ~ess, forms the D3S is of .:In aq;\J[:,12l1t representing yet another
device to protect the EOH from refut3tion.

The <1q';ument may be recon-

structed as follows:

(38)

(a)

There are two morphemes less

(b)

-less.
J.

lS

a

1

and less ·

2

# boundary suffix, of which the vowel

a red uced vowe 1,

[-

VlZ.

lS

lasJ

less

(c)

lS a morpheme of which the vowel 1S stressed
2
and unreduced, viz [-lESJ.

(d)

The morpheme -less which appears 1n motor-cycZe-Zess

Less

has the properties of

2

and

lS

not a #boundary

suffix.
(e)

Thus, cases such as motor-cycle-less and sun-shine-less,
where

less

occurs outside compounds, do not constitute
2
violations of the EOH.

less 2 is regarded by Allen as an independent word which
can be attached to other simple or compound words by means of a Level
III compounding rule.

However, Allen's protection of the EOH from potential refutation by
examples such as motor-cycZe-Zess and sun-shine-less is not quite conv1nc1ng.

The major problem with Allen's analysis is that she does not

provide adequate evidence for the claim that a distinction should be
made between two morphemes Zess.

The only evidence that Allen (1978:

236) presents in support of this distinction, is phonological evidence.

According to her, the vowel of the -lass attaching to compounds is
stressed and unreduced, i.e.

[lESJ

According to Webster's (191)1:1296), the word
"\les\"

. bt
as 1n
e an dbd
e.

by contrast, is

tCDS

is pro[H'ul1cecl

The pronunciation of the suffix -Less,

"\l::'s\", as in habit and duches.s.

This distinction

corresponds to Allen's (1978:236) distinction between [lES]
[las].
~ess

and

According to Webster's (1961:1296), the meaning of the word

is "to a lesser extent or degree", whereas the suffix

-~ess

means
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"destitute of, not having, free from",

Allen provid",s no

selll~lTItic
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eVl-

dence in support of her proposeu distinction between two instances of

Zess, but her claims have certain semantic consequences.

In claiming

that the free 'Word Less attaches outside compounds as in sun-si1ine-7J;s8,
Allen is implicitly claiming that the meaning of the word Less is added
to the meaning of the compound sun-shine.

Thus, it is predicted that a

complex word such as slA-n-sizine-Iess 'Will mean something like "sun-shine,
but to a lesser extent or degree", or "not so much sun-shine".

sun-shine-less does not have this mean1ng.

However,

Rather, it means "'Without

The meaning of -less in s1J.n-shine-Less is identical to that

sun-shine".

of the suffix -less.

Thus, it follows that it is in fact the suffix

-less which attaches to sun-shine.

Allen's claims about the phonetic

form of the less ",'hich appears outside compounds thus makes predictions
about its morphological status and its meaning that are incorrect.
Allen also fails to demonstrate, as she (1978:236) did in the case of

-ful, that the # boundary suffix -less does not attach to compounds.
The hypothesis that the -less which attaches to compounds 1S the 'Word

less, is completely ad hoc.

It may be concludea, therefore, that it is

1n fact the # boundary s uf fix -less 'Which occurs outs ide the compounds
1n (37).34)

In sum, Allen fails to protect the EOH from potential refu-

tation by the counterexamples in (37).

The occurrence of the #boun-

dary suffix -less outside compounds, constitutes a clear violation of
the EOH.

The suffixes -ness, -ish and -lL

4.3.3

The third class of potential counterexamples which Selkirk (1978:21)
provides, includes the forms in (39).

These examples illustrate the

attachment of the suffixes -ness, -ish and -y outside compounds.

( 39)

-ness:

[ [tight fisted]
[ [home sick]

-ish

-y

-ness]

[ [sky bLue]

-ishJ

[ [day long]

-ish]

[

-y]

[tear gas]

-,

~nessJ

[ [ice cream cone]

-yJ
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How-

ever, Allen (1978:237) denies forms containing the suffixes -ness,

-ish and -y the status of true counterexamples to the EOH.

She (1978:

236-237) bases her argument on the claim that these suffixes may attach
to "non-morpho

uni ts", as she calls them.

Consider the folloving

s -ness, -ish and -y allegedly attach to

examples in which the suf
phrases:

(40)

-ness:

[b

-ish

[blood-and--thunder'] ish

and blue] ness

's web] y.35)

-y

Allen (1978:238) notes that the occurrence of a form such as spider's

webby appears to be totally inconsistent with the claim that inflectional processes are syntactic phenomena which follow all derivational
According to her (1978:238), the bracketed phrases in (40)

processes.

have lexicalized meanings.
Lexicon.

As such, they are listed in the Permanent

Thus, the fact that suffixes attach to them is completely

irrelevant to the evaluation of the EOH.
behave extraordi nari ly

However, these suffixes do

in that they are al10\.Jed to attach to idiomatic

phrases listed in the Permanent Lexicon.

Allen (1978:239) calls the

process by means of which affixes are attached to items in the Permanent Lexicon, lIstretchable suffixation".

According to her (1978:239),

only a few derivational suffixes may "stretch" their domain of application so as to

lude items in the Permanent Lexicon.

By claiming that the suffixes -ness, -ish and -yare stretchable suffixes, Allen (1978:239ff.) attempts to account for the examples in (39).
Let us conS

the steps taken by Allen (1978:240-241) to deny these

examples the status of actual counterexamples to the EOH.

"The examples ... clearly sllow that where the suffixes -ness,
-ish and
attach to compounds, they are attaching to
caliz
compounds, that is, they attach to compounds
which are non-compositional and which must consequently be
listed 1n the pe~manent lexicon
I have a1
sho~n that it 1S necessary to make some kind
of special statement about -nes~. -ish and -y to the effect
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that they may attach to lexicalized phr.:lses. This necessary
statement also explains why the suffixes in question attae!.
to lexicalized compounds, bUl not to productive compounds.
Indeed, given the independent establishment of stret hab c
suffixation, the null hypothesis would be that stretchable
suffixation is applicable to all items in the permanent
lexicon. The fact that the suffixes -ness, and
attach to lexicalized compounds, but not to p
tive compounds,
thus completely in accord with the inde
establ hed notion of stretchable suffixation.
Finally it
should be clear that the attachment of -ness, -ish and
to lexicalized compounds can no longer be construed as a
violat
of the Extended Ordering Hypothesis."

Allen's

involving the notion of 'stretchable suffixation' may

be reconstructed as follows:

(41)

(a)

The EOH does not apply to morphological processes
lng within the Permanent Lexicon.
The forms to which -ness, -ish and -y attach as
stretchable suffixes are in the Permanent Lexicon.
Thus, the existence of forms such as tight-fist
cannot be construed as a

and
violation of the EOH.

Allen (1978:240) notes that the suff
tach to semant

a I

compounding rules.

compositiona

-ness, -ish and -y cannot at-

compounds formed

She presents

fully productive

es such as the following to

illustrate her point:

(42)

*large-fis
*death-dayish

By positing the notion of stretchable suffixation, Allen thus attempts
to exempt the attachment of the # boundary suffixes -ness, -ish and -y
to compounds from the ordc:;ring restr

Lons imposed by the EOH. Stretch-

able suffixation is a phenomenon limited to the domain of the Permanent
Lexicon.

As such, it falls outside the scope of predictions about mor-

phologica 1 well-fonnedness made by the SOH.
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of the counterexamples 1n (39)

above is not without problems, however.
this rean.1lysls

One of the basic problems of

concerns her use of the notion 'lexicalized'.

factual basis of the reanalysis

84

The

is the claim that the phrases and

compounds to which the suffixes -ness, -ish and -y attach, are lexicalized forms.

As noted ,"ith reference to compound verbs in

above, it is not clear what criteria Allen adopts tc dis tin
between lexicalized and non-Iexicalized forms.

S4.2.1
h

An examination of the

examples presented by Allen (1978;240) in support of the claim that
-ness, -ish and -y attach to lexicalized compounds only, reveals that
the notion tlexicalized t with which she operates is rather obscure.
The list of lexical

compounds which Allen (1978:240)

presents~

in-

cludes compounds that are by no means obviously non-compositional in
meanlng.

The following compounds, for example, could just as well be

regarded as having fully compositional meanlngs:

(43)

sky-blue

caY'e-fY'ee

day-long

Y'ing-leader

teaY'-gas

head-ache

shoY't-sighted

moon-beam

coloY'-fast

An additional problem with Allen's reanalysis
concerns the form of the Permanent Lexicon.

of the examples in (39)
One of the consequences

of the introduction of the notion of stretchable suffixation, is that
the Permanent Lexicon contains a large number of morphologically com1 theory offers no explanation.

plex forms for which Allen's morpholo
Allen needs

~wo

types of a

x at ion rules within her morphological

theory, viz. (i) affixation rules which are subject to the EOH, and
(ii) affixation rules which attach stretchable suffixes to forms listed
1n the Permanent Lexicon.

However, Allen does not clarify the nature

of stretchable suffixation as a process oper.1ting in the Permanent
Lexicon.

Consequently, her theory offers only an arbitrarily restric-

ted account of word formation in

ish.

The most fundamental problem with Allen's reanalysis

of the apparent

counterexamples to the EOH, is the complete absence of arguments in
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support of the distinction between stretchable and non-stretchable
suffixes.

According to Allen (1978: 239) ,

"stretchable suffixation is not a part of regular wordformation, but a marginal and idiosyncratic feature of a
small number of derivational suffixes."

Allen does not attempt to characterize the notion 'stretchable suffixation' Ln such a way that it becomes possible to predict whether or not
a suffix

S

will have the status of a stretchable suffix.

Such an inde-

pendent characterization would have contributed much to the plausibility
of her theory.

However, the fact that she finds it necessary to postu-

late a process which she herself regards as "marginal and idiosyncratic",
casts serious doubts on the credibility of the EOH.

If an independently

motivated characterization of the notion 'stretchable suffix' were available, the distinction between "ordinary" and "stretchable" suffixes would
have been more clear.

Such a characterization could also have formed

the basis for an explanation of the non-occurrence of "stretchable prefixes".

In the absence of such a characterization, however, the notion

'stretchable suffixation' remaLns a marginal, ad hoc device, introduced
solely for the purpose of saving the EOH from refutation.

4.3.4

The suffix -ly

Selkirk (1978:21) also presents the following examples of compound adjectives to which -Zy has been attached:

(44)

[ [praiseworthi] -ly]

[ [breathtaking] -ly]

Allen (1978:241-243) treats these examples separately, holding that they
represent two distinct types.
~~~--~-

.-.---.----~----'".-

DEPARTEMENT
ALGEMENE T /\,L\LWETENSK.A.P

U.S
DEPARTM E.!\'

T

OF LI r·'··G i.J! '=, I i '._~3
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The type ppaiseworthily

Allen (1978:242) argues that forms such as
regarded as counterexamples to the EOH.

"

86

[n'ai~;e/Jorthily

cannot be

According to her,

examples in -worthily cannot be construed as counterexamples to the Extended Ordering Hypothesis since -worthy
is a Level II word-boundary suffix ... The evidence for
this claim is that adjectives in -worthy can be prefixed
by~:
untrustworthy, unseaworthy. True compound adjectives cannot be prefixed by un-: *uncollege-educated,
*unocean-going. Therefore -~thy must be a Level II
word-boundary suffix, not a constituent of a compound. The
Level II word-boundary suffix -ness can also attach to
-worthy adjectives, which is to be expected if -worthy 1S
itself a Level II suffix: trustworthiness, seaworthiness.
The attachment of adverb-forming -ly to adjectives ~n
-worthy is consequently not problematic."

The reanalysis

of -worthy as a Level II # boundary suffix forms the

basis of Allen's strategy to protect the EOH from refutation.

She pre-

sents two arguments which can be reconstructed as follows:

( a)

Level II # boundary affixes may attach to words derived
by Level II affixation rules.

(b)

Adjectives in -/Jorthy may be (i) prefixed by the
Level II # boundary prefix un- and (ii) suffixed by the
Leve 1 II # boundary suffix -ness.

(c)

Thus, -worthy is a Level II # boundary suffix and not a
constituent of a compound.

(46)

(a)·

Level II # boundary affixes may attach to words derived
by Level II affixation rules.

(b)

The suffixes -worthy and -ly are both Level II # boundary suffixes.

(c)

Thus, prciseworthily ~s not a compound derivative and
consequently not a counterexample to the EOH.
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to argue' that

pra'isewoY'th'ily is not analyzable as a compound, [JI'oiscuortiz!/,

to which

. the suffix -ly has attached, but rather as a derived word with t'Wo su[fixes, -worthy and -ly.
Allen's
able.

reanalysis of praiseworthiZy as a derivative is non-objectionMarchand (1969:356-]57) does not regard adjectives formed by

attaching worthy as compound adjectives.

According to him, adjectives

formed by -worthy Suffixation can be prefixed by un-, whereas compound
adjectives cannot be prefixed at all.
so-called "semi-suffix".

Marchand regards -worthy as a

He (1969:356) considers "semi-suffixes" to be

"such elements as stand midway between full words and suffixes.
Some of them are used only as second words of compounds,
though their word character is still clearly recognizable."

However, neither Allen, nor Marchand investigates the difference(s)
between the word worthy and the suffix -worthy.

Consider the two instan-

ces of worthy in the sentences (47)(a) and (b) respectively.

(47)

In

§§

(a)

He is worthy of your tpust/praise.

(b)

He is trustworthy/praisewopthy.

4.3. 1

and

4.3.2

above, we considered Allen's attempts at

distinguishing between two morphemes ful and two morphemes less.

Recall

that she (1978:234-236) draws a distinction between the #boundary suffixes -ful1 and -less
words.

1

and the morphemes ful2 and less

2

which are free

In both cases, she provides some evidence for the distinction.

In the case of worthy, however, Allen makes no effort to point out the
differences between the # boundary ·suffix -worthy and the word worthy,
which is an unfortunate omission on her part.

On the whole, however,

the hypothesis that -worthy, in words such as praiseworthy, is a Level II
#boundary suffix, may be regarded as fairly non-ad hoc.

Therefore,

Allen is quite justified in claiming that the existence of words such
as praiseworthy does not bear negatively on the EOH.
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The type breathtakingly

Although the attachment of adverb-forming -ly to adjectives in -worthy
can be explained, there are a few cases in which -ly attaches to forms
other than -worthy.

The following examples are presented by Allen

( 1978: 242) :

(48)

breathtakingly
painstakingly
level-headedly
single-handedly
whole-heaY'tedly
single-mindedly

Having discussed the potential counterexamples in (48), Allen (1978:
242-243) concludes that the few cases in which -ly attaches outside compounds "are not illustrative of a general morphological pattern".

She

argues as follows for this conclusion:

..

it seems to me that adverb-forming -ly is another case of
a stretchable suffix. First of all, there are cases in which
-ly attaches to phrasal units which are lexicalized, e.g.:
(328)

matter-of-factly
stand-offish ly [sic]
Mark Twainish ly [sic]

The few compounds to which -ly may attach are also lexicalized
to some extent (e.g. level-headed, single-handed, painstaking).
It is quite clear that -ly does not attach to prod~ctive, compositional adjectives: *freedom-lovingly, >'<co]or-blindly,
*bitter-sweetly, *life-givingly, *chicken-heartedly."

The notion 'stretchable suffix' agaLn forms the basis of a strategy for
protecting the EOH from disconfirming evidence.

This strategy consists

in Allen's presenting two arguments that may be reconstructed as fallows:
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(d)
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Stretchable suffixes
(i)

attach to lexicalized pilrases and compounds
listed H1 the Permanent f,cxicOIl;

(ii)

do not attach to compounds with composition~l
mean~ngs

(b)

which are formed by productive rules.

The suffix -ly
(i)

attaches to lexicalized phrases and compounds
listed in the Permanent L

of-factly,
(ii)

can,

. g. matteY'-

level-headedLy;

does not attach to compounds with compositional
meanlngs which are formed by productive rules,
e.g. '''freedom-lovingly.

(50)

-Zy

(cl

Thus, the suffix

is a stretchable suffix.

(a)

The suffix -ly is a stretchable suffix which attaches
to items in the Permanent Lexicon.

(b)

The EOH does not apply to morphological processes
operating within the Permanent Lexicon.

(c)

Thus, the existence of forms such as
in which

-Zy

appears outside a compound, cannot be

construed as a violation of the EOH.

The strategy employed by Allen to protect the EOH from potential disconfirmation by forms such as breathtakingly, is essentially the same
as

the st

by means of which she attempted to get rid of potential

counterevidence involving the appearance of the suffixes -ness, -ish
and -y outside compounds, as in (41) above.

Allen (1978:2.42-243)

acknowledges this when she remarks that

"

it seems that -1
statement necessary
and ::J...."

requires the same kind of idiosyncratic
r the stretchable suffixes -ness, -ish

Allen herself (1978:243) notes that the data 1n support of the analysis
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of

-Zy as a stretchable suffix are not

3S

clear as those presented

90

~n

support of the analysis of the other three suffixes as stretchable suffixes.

Consequently,

"in this case [i.e. in the case of -Zy
T.e.B.] , the
evidence is neither conclusively in support of the Extended
Ordering Hypothesis, nor conclusively against it."

The mere fact that Allen does not regard the evidence derived from

-ly

adjectives as bearing positively on the merit of the EOH, reduces the
power of her argumentation considerably.
that were raised in

§

4.3.3

Moreover, the same objections

against the notion 'stretchable suffix-

ation' apply in the case of -ly.

These objections concern Allen's

notion 'lexicalized', the form of the Permanent Lexicon, and the grounds
for introducing the notion 'stretchable suffixation'.

The suffix -ed

4.3.5

The last class of potential counterexamples to the EOH noted by Selkirk
and presented by Allen (1978:243, 245, 246), includes forms such as the
following:

(51)

[shirt sleeve] d 36)
[snow-suit] ed
[bowler-hat] ed

[pig-head] ed
[Zion-heart] ed
According to Allen (1978:245), the adjective-forming #boundary suffix

-ed generally cannot attach to N - N compounds.

(52)

,', [beach-rebb Ze]

dJ

* [penciZ-pointJ dJ
In the case of shirt-sZeeved,

snow-suited,

bowler-hatted,

pig-headed,
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According to Allen

(1978:245), the bracketings in (51) above are motivated by semantLC

considerations.

She (1978:246) then argues, on the basis of morpho-

logical considerations, that the bracketing of these forms should be
different.

Thereby she attempts to deny the forms in (51) the status

of true counterexamples to the EOH.

In essence, she (1978:246-247)

argues that

"

the -ed suffix attaches productively to nouns of certain
semantic-cTasses, and as an overgenerating suffix forms -ed
adjectives such as the following.
(333)

pebbled
moneyed
hatted
fisted

pointed
forested
booted
bearded

treed
crusted
footed
forked

sided
sleeved
headed
hooded

flowered
suited
handed
sleeved

Theories of morphology which do not involve the notion overgeneration, ... are ... faced with a problem in explaining
the occurrence of words which have no independent status as
lexical items, and yet appear freely in compounds; for example
sleeved, hearted ... appear in the compounds shirt-sleeved,
lion-hearted ... A non-overgenerating theory ~an only deal
with these cases by attaching the -ed suffix outside the compound, as does Selkirk ... The attachment of the -ed suffix
to simple nouns is necessarily an overgenerating rule. This
being so, all denominal -ed adjectives which appear in compounds, whether they occ~as independent lexical items or not,
will be available for direct adjunction with other lexical
items to form compound adjectives.
Now, there is a rule of compound adjective formation which
adjoins nouns and adjectives on the pattern of color-blind ...
e.g.
(334)

[

[ .... ]

N [ ....

JA

]

A

Any adjective, derived or underived, may participate as the
second constituent in N - A adjective compounding. Consequently, all -ed adjectives ... may appear as the second constituent
of N - A compounds.
In other words, all compound adjectives
containing the linear sequence N - N - ed are analysable as
(335)

[

[ .... ]

N [

[ .... ]

N -

ed ] A ] A

... Semantic considerations
support the proposed analysis
of N - N - ed adjectival compounds."

The claim that N - N - ed compound adjectives must be analyzed as N - A
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compounds, forms the basis of a strategy employed by Allen to protect
the EOH from refutation.

This strategy consists in Allen's presencing

two arguments which may be reconstructed as follows:

The rule of Adjective Compounding adjoins nouns to

(53)

[ [ ... J N [ ••• J A ]

adject

A'

(b)

-ed Suffixation generates
adjectives of the form [ [ ... ] N -ed] A'

(c)

Thus, compound adjectives containing the linear se-

The overgenerating rule of

ed can be analyzed as
••• ] N -edJ A ] A'

quence N - N [

(54)

(a)

[ ••• ]

N [

[

According to the EOH. no affix may appear outside a
compound.

(b)

Compound adjectives containing the linear sequence
N - N - ed, such as shirt-sleeved, are analyzed as
[

(e)

[ ••• ]

N [

[ ••• ]

N

-ed]

A ]

A'

Thus, forms such as shirt-sleeved do not constitute
a violation of the EOH.

Allen (1978:251) presents additional evidence for her analysis of
N - N - ed compound adjectives in the form of A - N - ed compound adjectives such as the following:

(55)

hard-hearted 37)
heavy-handed
bushy-tailed
one-handed
three-cornered

According to Allen (1978:252), an analysis of these compound adjectives
as compound nouns with an external -ed suffix is impossible within her
morphological theory.

The reason for this is that there is no over-

generating rule of A - N compound formation which produces forms such
as the fOllowing:
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* hdl'd- l 18uY't

(56)

*hrJavy-lianci
"'Dushy-tai l
*6ne-hand
,"three-corners

Consequently, there are no bases on which the -ed Suffixation rule can
Allen (1978:252) discusses the possibility that A - N com-

operate.

pounds may not be formed by a regular process of word formation. Rather,
they may arise

~n

the lexicon as the result of a

reanalysis

of lexica-

lized phrases:

(57)

hard heart
heavy hand
DushytdiZ
one hand
three corners

Such an analysis would imply that -ed attaches to phrases.

Allen (1978:

253) notes that an analysis in which -ed attaches to phrases is unacceptable, since it makes empirically false predictions.

For example, on

such an analysis, it should be possible for -ed to attach to phrases
which are properly specifi'ed for number agreement, e.g.

corners, f1:ve feet.

tlJO

hands, four

Allen (1978:253) shows that this is impossible:

whenever -ed appears as a suffix, there is no marker of plurality on
the noun:

(58)

tUJo-handed

"<tUJo-handsed

four-cornered

*four-cornersed

five-footed

i'five-feeted

According to Allen (1978:253),

"The absence of the plural inflection in these examples ~s
predictable only when A-N-ed compound adjectives are analysed with the -ed suffix inside the compound; ~.e.
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[

[ .... ] A

[ [ •••• ] N edJ A

]
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r..

The regularly derived, overgenerated -ed adjectives
hearted, handed, footed, etc. are compounded with a modifying adjective (two, many, four, etc.) in the derivational
morphology at a point where questions of plurality specification by gra~matical inflection are not relevant."

Thus, Allen analyzes all compound adjectives containing the linear
sequence A - N - ed as A - A adjectival compounds with the following
internal morphological structure:

(59)

[ [ .... ] A

[ [ •••• ]

N

-edJ

A

]

A

According to Allen (1978:254), compound adjectives such as those in
(60), with the internal morphological structure of ~9), constitute

"a subset of a more general adjective compounding process
in which two non-compound adjectives, simple or derived,
are adj oined. II 38)

(60)

grey-green
icy-coLd
easy-going
bitter-sweet

On this analysis no reference is made to the internal morphological
structure of the constituent adjectives.
Allen's reanalysis
blems.

of the counterexamples in -ed is not without pro-

Particularly questionable are aspects of her discussion of the

attachment of -ed to phrases.
that

may attach to compounds would

phrases like tuo hands or
possible.

(61)

Accord

[OW"

to her (1978:253), the claim
ly that -ed can attach to

cornel'S as well.

HO\.]ever, this is not

No inflectional affixes may appear inside

*tlJo-handsed
*four-cornersed
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Allell's argument is valid only on the assumption thal word funnLltioll
rules apply to surface> structure phrases.

It is possible> to argue

that forms such as two-handed and j'our-corner'ed are formed on the
basis of deep str-ucture phrases. A general principle will then prCVQlll
the deep structure features representing number, etc. from being
realized in derived words.

On this analysis, it will be impossible

for tile suffix -ed to attach to a form such as two-hands or

j'm{!"-

corners. 39 )
Allen (1978:249, 255) attempts to provide semantic considerations as
supporting evidence for her analyses of N - A
According to her (1978 :249), the analysis

and

A- A

[beach-pebble] d falsely

predicts that beach-pebbled means "having beach-pebbles".
the analysis

[beach] [pebbled]

"pebbled like a beach".

compounds.

By contrast,

correctly predicts the meaning

Likewise, she (1978:255) argues that the

semantic interpretation of compounds such as tight-fisted is "fisted
modified by tight".
Botha (1980:152 n.9) notes that it is of some importance to Allen
that beach-pebbled should be analyzed as in (62)(a) and not as in (62)
(b) .

(62)

(a)

[beach] [pebbled]

(b)

[beach-pebb Ie] d

The analysis (62)(b) contradicts the ordering claim of the EOH that no
affix can attach to a compound.

In tllis case, the analysis in (62) (a)

forms the basis of the correct semantic inter-pretation of the compound,
ViZ. "pebbled like a beach".

Hmolever, Botha (1980:152 ;L.9) observes

that morphological representations of the type (62)(a) make incorrect
predictions about the meanings of compounds such as sllipi;-;:;lceved,

snow-sui ted anc

(63)

2~,o'u'ler-hatted:

40)

(a)

[shirt] [sZeeved]

(b)

[snow]

(e)

[bowler] [hatted]

[suited]
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The form shirt-sleeved does not hav~ the meaning "sleeved like a shirt",
which is the meaning predicted by the analysis (63)(a).

Likewise,

snoUJ-suited does not mean "suited like snow", and bowler-hatted does
not mean "hatted like a bowler".

These compounds rather have the mean-

ings predicted by the analysis (62)(b), viz. "characterized by the
presence of shirt-sleeves", "characterized by the presence of (a) bowler-hat(s)", etc.

Allen makes no attempt to account for the former

incorrect predictions of the EOH.
The remarks regarding the semantic interpretation of compound adjectives such as hard-hearted and tight-fisted are not entirely convincing
either.

Allen's claim that the compositional meaning of compound adjec-

tives is essentially that of " modifier--modified" is so,vague that it can
contribute little to the specification of the meaning of the compound.
It is possible to aSSign meanings such as "having a hard heart", "having
a tight fist", etc. to the forms hard-hearted and tight-fisted.

However,

these meanings cannot be derived from the analyses [hard] [hearted]

[tight] [fisted] ,which Allen (1978:255) proposes.

and

We have to conclude

that the semantic interpretation "modifier-modified" which Allen assigns
to compound adjectives, is too vague to contribute to the credibility of
her analysis.

In sum, Allen does not succeed in arguing convincingly

against the potential -ed counterexamples to the EOH.

The hypothesis

that the rule of Adjective Compounding adjoins nouns to adjectives, irrespective of the internal morphological structure of the adjectives,
should be regarded as ad hoc.

The sole function of this hypothesis

seems to be that of protecting the EOH from refutation.
This concludes the discussion of Allen's treatment of potential counterexamples to the EOH involving the occurrence of suffixes outside compounds.

(a)

The follO\..ring points emerged from the discussion:

The form -ful which appears outside compounds is not the suffix

-Jul, but the word full.

Thlls, forms in ,..rhich -ful at taches to

a compound do not violate the EOH.
(b)

The form -u)oy,thy ,"hich ap')ears in

worthy, is a suffix.

co!!\ple;.~

\Jords such

3S

praise-

Thus, the attachment of -ly to words con-

taining -UJorthy does not violate the EOH.
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The reanalyses of the forms in which -less, -ness, -ish,

-ly and -ed attach to compounds are all unacceptable.
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-!},

Thus,

these forms must be regarded as real counterexamples to the [OK,
The acceptability of the variOUS strategies employed by Allen

(0

pro-

tect the EOH from refutation will be discussed in §6

.5

English primary compounds as bases of affixation rules

We will now briefly consider (he Views of other linguists on the appearance of affixes outside compounds in English.

Jespersen (1946:336) notes

that "occasionally -ism words may be derived from ... compounds".

Some

of his examples are:

(64)

olcl-maidism
pubLic-schooLism
spY'ead-eagleism

The following examples are also presented by Jespersen (1946)

(65)

old-maidish
~ "7'
,41)
o
se h 00 "gn
~1.-sn

b Lac I<guardism
blockheadism
,

landlopd,-,sm

42)

Attonwy-gencY'Cl lship

head-nn: s I- Y'8 S S -s h'Z P
. tt3)

pos tmas teY'slnp
nel.Jspaperdom

44)

In his discussion of derivatives formed from adjunct + substantive
sequences, Jespersen (1946:235) explicitly states that derivatives can
also be formed on the basis of
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" ... some compounded words, eg. back-hander (blow) /
birth-controller 'sllpporter of the birth-control movement' / bli1ckbirder ... / mount.:1in-topper (climber) /
pea-souper (dense fog) / sundol"rner ( ... ) 'tramp who
times his arrival for the evening; drink at sunset'."

~~rchand

(1969:50, 265, 280) also cites some examples which can be re-

garded as cases where affixes attach to compounds, although he does not
present them as such.

(66)

(a)

co Zorb Zindness

(b)

UJeekender

seZJconsciousness

carpetbagger

co ZOl'fastness

bobbysoxer

thread-bareness

night-Ufer

tongue-tiedness

pigtailer

cockfighting

first-nighter

palefaced

undel'UJor Zder

hunchbacked
knock-kneed

Scot land:'" Yal'de l'
45)

backhande1'

Adams (1973:34) comments on forms sllch as
gards as "derivational compounds".

fipst-n~fihter,

which she re-

According to her,

"Derivational compounds which are not parasynthetic are
exemplified by first-nighter, broken-hearted, made up of
the compound stems first night, broken heart and the suffixes -er, -ed. "46)

Another proponent of the Vlew that affixes can appear outside compounds,
is Levi (1977).

According to her (1977:326-327), the very fact that

derivational affixes attach to both nouns and complex nominals, constitutes evidence for her claim that complex nominals are dominated by the
node label N.47)
The following data presented by Levi (1977:328) are of interest to us:
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(67)

sta

Z rnechan

c

l mechanician

intellectuaZ

According to Levi (1977:328),

torian

means neither

"a historian who is intellectual", nor "a historian dealing with the
intellect".

who does [what is known as] intel~

Rather, it means
It

lectual his

Similarly, a

l linguist is no t a l i ngu is t

dealing with history, but one who does
A

quantwn

~s

a physicist who spec

nics, a statistical
t

t

~s

1 mechanics and a c

cializes

historical

lizes in quantum

mecha~

a physicist who specializes in

l mechanician is a

classical mechanics.

linguistics.

icist who

sta~
spe~

In order to derive the correct meanings

for these complex nominals, Levi (1977:328) assigns them the following
internal bracke

(68)

rinteZlectual
his
'-

ian

[historical lingui] ist
[quantum mechanic l ian
mechanic] ian

Levi's (1977:328) conclusion

~s

that

"the
e
tum mechanician in 7ee) [i .e. wi th the internal bracket~ng as
8
ove --- T. C. B. ] mus t be derived
not by combining the nonexistent noun mechanician with the
. .
r·
noun
urn but rather by comb~n~ng the full CN L~·e.
'comp-'-e-x-~~"l' --- T.C.B.]
uantum mechanician with th
appropriate
ive suffix." 48
Consequent.ly,

I.C.B.]
"it is these [i.e. the cases in (68) above
which force us to conclude that these suffixes may be attached to the CN [i.e. 'complex nominal' --- T.C.B.] as
a whole rather than just to the head noun ... 49)
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Levi's claim that complex nominals are in fact nouns is not relevant
here.

\~lat

is important, though, is the type of evidence which she
furnishes in support of her claim. 50 )

As was shown in previous paragraphs, Selkirk (1978:21) also presents a
number of examples which, according to her, must be analyzed as consisting of a compound stem and a neutral affix.

She (1978:17)

identifies four fundamental properties which distinguish neutral affixes
from non-neutral affixes in English.

The property relevant to the pre-

sent discussion is the one which she formulates as follows:

(69)

"Neutral affixes can appear 'outside' compounds;
neutral affixes cannot."

non-

Examples of the data which Selkirk (1978:21) presents as evidence in
support of the claim (69) were discussed above.

Some of the forms are

repeated in (70).

(70)

r [shirt sleev] -ed]
L

[ [home sick] -ness]
[ [tear gasJ

-yJ

[un- [God fearing] ]
[re- [air-condition] J51)

(Selkirk 1981:270-271) also deals with the appearance of affixes outside compounds.

In this study she claims that the suffix -hood

which

usually attaches to single nouns as in neighborhood, may attach to compound nouns as well.

(71)

She presents the following examples:

At tht:- beginning, fifteen yCC1l' old Noncy was a confirmed
Vi-Ck pocket}
pick pocke
nm OLJay
-hood
pun mJoy
bu t the pelliod of hel'
{ movie buff
{ movie buff
turned out to be of rclctivc!y S;!O!°t du!'otion.

t}

According to Selkirk (1981 :270), the example run away-hood unmistakably
shows that the suffix -hood must attach to the compound as a whole and
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Civen the fact thac

"a preposition does not accept .Jffixes, nor does -hood Clccept prepositions", no other conclusion is possible.

Selkirk (1981:271) points

out that this conclusion has serious consequences for morphological
theories which separate compounding and affixation processes into discrete subsystems of the grammar.

A level-ordered morphological theory,

as proposed by Siegel (1974) and by Allen (1978), requires all affixation rules to operate before all compound rules.
both derivational and

inflectio~al,

Hence, all affixes,

must be contained within compounds

and cannot appear outside them. 52 )
The preceding discussion has revealed that varlOUS linguists adopt the
position that affixes may appear outside compounds in English.
(1978) attempted

Allen's

reanalysis of the examples presented by Selkirk

(1978:21) does not remove the threat to the EOH.

Other examples, such

as those presented by Jespersen (1946), Marchand (1969), Adams (1973),
Levi (1977) and Selkirk (1981), remain to be accounted for.

6

Conc lusion

In this chapter
fence of the EOH.

I have isolated the major shortcomings of Allen's deIt was shown that, with two exceptions, all the pro-

tective devices which she employs in denying certain counterexamples
the status of actual counterexamples to the EOH, are

objectio~able.

(72), a brief surrnnary of these protective devices is presented.

In
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(72)
St L! t egy

(a)

(e)

(f)

(g)

p.

There i
no rule of Cornp<Juild Verb i,'orTI1:ltion \,hicl; direct 1y generates Cop.lpo,mci
verbs in English. TheSE verbs are formed
by means of one of two processes, viz.
back-formation and zero-derivation

69

Ad hoc

forms 10 ~hich un- appears outside
compound adjectives are extremely marginal
and cannot be regarded as counterexamples
to the EOH.

75

Ad hoc

are two G10rphemes tu
dary suffix, -ju[l and the
form fcd ,"hich appears ou ts ide
1S fuZ2'

78

Nonad hoc

(' r
There are n,o mor
"'v,
1 and the word ,lessn.
dary suffix
G
which appears outs1de
The form compounds is

80

Ad hoc

Stretchab e suffixation is not an ordinary.
productive word formatior. process.
Stretchable suffixes attach to words in the
Permanent L exico[1 ooly.

83

Ad hoc

The form -worthy which appears in complex
forms such as
~s a #boundary
suffix.

86

Nonad hoc

The rule of
ective Cor:;pouoding cWJ01ns
nouns to
ectives, irr2s~cctive oE the
inte.rnal st [Clcture of tll" ,'ldj ect ives,

92

Ad hoc

Only Uw of the seven strate

c:S Ihi i1 ;\Llcn

EOH have been found to be non-;)d ho.

employs 1n defence Ot the.

i\ q\le';t~on that

has not

be

raised is whether protettion as Buell is an objectionable way of reacting
to criticism bra

t

against a hypothC'sis.

Accardi!".!; to Botha (198L::t:
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the protection of a criticized hyputhesis need not necessarily

be objcctionab1.e.

According to

hypothesis by means

or

whereas protection of
hypothesis is not.

hill1(:9i31;j:~13-(.,l7),

ad hoc duxiliClr:y hypotheses
.'1

jlr:oLccLion of a
1S

objectionabl.c,

hypothesi" by means of non-aci hoc auxiliary

An auxiliary

hypoth~sis

is ad hoc if (i) its sole

function is to protect another hypothesis from refutation and (ii) it
has no independent test implications, i.e. it is in principle irrefutable.

53)

Except for

Cc) and

(f),

have all been shown to be ad hoc.

the protective devices ill (72) above
Their sole purpose is to render

potential counterexamples compatible with the EOn.

The protective

devices (72) (a), (b), (d), (e) and (g) should therefore be regarded
as objectionable and, hence, unacceptable

m~~sures

of protection.

Consequently, we have to conclude that quite a number of real counterexamples to the EOH remain unaccounted for.

Note that the fact that

Allen chooses protection as a means of reacting to criticism brought
against the EOH is not objectionable in itself.

The problems which we

have noted in connection with the devices (72) (a), (b), (d), (e) and
(g) arise from the content of Allen's arguments in each case.
It was noted in

§2

the status of the EOH.

that Allen (1978) is not very explicit about
It is therefore difficult to make judgmpots

about the success of this hypothesis.

Suppose, for argument's sake,

that the EOR was conceived as a rule-independent, but language-specific
principle of English morphology.

Then the fact that a considerable

number of English forms remain unaccounted for by the EOR, bears negatively on this hypothesis.

It must be concluded, therefure, that the

EOH does not enti.rely succeed as a principle for explaining
tion of compounds and derivatives in English.

the

forTIla-

It follows then, that

Allen's (1978:196) claim that it is "a general orderin.g principle of
morphology which drastically limits the number of possible combinations
of prefixes and suffixes", is highly questionable.
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NOTES

*This paper is based on part of an M.A. thesis, which waS
presented at the University of Stellenbosch in 1982.

It

was written under the supervision of Prof. R.P. Botha.

1.

Cf. T.C. Botha 1982 for a detailed discussion of the consequences
of the EOH.

2.

All en (1978) uses the term "level" ins tead of "class" in order to
capture the fact that the morphology is partitioned into blocks of
rules, each block having different morphological characteristics.
In her discussion of the EOH, Allen does not give Quch attention to
the second part of the EOH, viz. that "the assignment of external
word-boundaries to lexical items is ordered after affixation rules
but before compounding" (1978:83).

Apart from one paragraph in

which she (1978:126-128) corrnnents on the assignment of external
word-boundaries, Allen is mostly concerned with the appearance of
affixes outside compounds.

In the present study, no attention will

be given to the assignment of external word-boundaries.

3.

Note that Allen (1978) uses the expression "Extended Ordering
Hypothesis" in an ambiguous way.

She uses the expression "the EOH"

not only to denote an "extension" of the Ordering Hypothesis, but
also to denote a hypothesis which in fact includes the Ordering
th~

Hypothesis.

The ambiguity arises from Allen's use of

"extended".

Cf. T.C. Botha 1982:2-4 for a more detailed discussion

of Allen's ambiguous use of the expression "the EOH".

term

I \.Jill as-

sume that the EOH expresses only one claim, viz. that the Level III
rules, including the compounding rules, follow all Level I and
Level II affixation rules.

4.

In all the quotations the emphasis is mine.
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The emphasis IS mIne.

6.

For a more detailed discussion of Allen's Overgenerating Morpho-
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logy, cf. Allen 1978:§4.2.2.

7.

According to Allen (1978:196), the interaction of word formation
rules can also be blocked by adopting rule-specific conditions.
Such conditions include (i) the condition which limits

un- Pre-

fixation to adjectives and Cii) the condition which limits suffixation by verb forming -en to monosyllabic adj ectives.

8.

Allen (1978:213, 231, etc.) repeatedly refers to
compounds" or "Level III derived compounds".

'~evel

III formed

This implies that

compounds may also be formed on levels of word formation other than
Level III.

However, this is not implied by Allen's EOH.

In order

to avoid this ambiguity, I will refer to "compounds which are formed
at Level III", or just "compounds".

9.

Cf. Allen 1978:213-214 for further discussion of the interaction
between an Overgenerating Morphology and the EOH.

10.

This prediction will be discussed In detail In §4.

11.

Allen (1978:216) refers to rules that apply in the environment of
a word-boundary as n# rules".
G-drop and I-tensing would be

12..

The rules of R-syllabification,

# rules, for example.

(Selkirk 1978) IS an unpublished manuscript which represents a part
of (Selkirk in preparation).

Selkirk has since changed some of the

views expressed in (Selkirk 1978).

Allen's (1978) references to

(Selkirk in preparation) are in fact references to (Selkirk 1978).
Thus, although Selkirk has changed some of her views, Allen's
remarks will be judged against the background of (Selkirk

13.

1978)

Selkirk (1978:23-24) presents evidence from two phonological processes in support of this conclusion, viz. from G-drop and from Rsyllabification.
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According to Selkirk (1978:11), the stem
and of itself".

1S
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" a structural unit 1n

Compounds, for example, would be regarded as

being composed of stems.

Neutral affixes are adjuncts to stems.

By contrast, non-neutral affixes are adjuncts to roots.

Accord-

ing to her (1978:14-15), a stem immediately and exhaustively dominates a root.

15.

Selkirk has recently changed her V1ews about the nature of the
constituents of compounds.

In (Selkirk 1981:271), compounds are

regarded as being composed of words, and not of stems.

16.

According to Allen (1978: 22), "the suffixes .. , -like, '"

-ly,

... -y have all been generally accepted as associated in some way
with a word-boundary, the major evidence being that these suffixes
affect neither the stress nor the segmental composition of the
words to which they attach".

17.

Recall that Selkirk (1978) distinguishes between neutral (#boundary) and non-neutral (+boundary) affixes which attach to stems
and roots respectively.

Within her theory, there is nothing which

prevents neutral affixes from attaching to compounds.

18.

Cf. Botha 1978:5-6 for a discussion of apparent/potential counterexamples and the difference between apparent and actual/real counterexamples.

19.

The seven ways of reacting to criticism which Botha (1981a:408-409)
lists, are (i) indifference, (ii) reasoned apathy, (iii) countercriticism, (iv) protection, (v) modification, (vi) replacement and
(vii) revolution.

One respect in which the various ways of react-

ing differ from one another, concerns the question of how drastic
an effect each type of reaction has.

20.

Cf. Botha 1981a:414-417 for a discussion of ad hoc and non-ad hoc
auxiliary hypotheses.

21.

Cf.

(3)

1n

for an explication of the ordering claims of

Allen's morphological theory.
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22.

Cf. Selkirk 1978:21 for these examples.
presentation of the words

23.

Cf. Al1en 1978:224,225

24.

In a note, Allen (1978:
adequate descr

The bracketing in the

(21) and (23) is that of Selkirk.

for these examples.
considers the problem of an

of the nature of the interaction of prefixa-

tion with compounds formed by back-formation.
is omitted from the q

25.

107

This note, note 19,

given here.

The rule of compound verb formation adjoins verbs and nounS to form
compound verbs.

26,

Exactly how p

xation applies in these cases is not clear.

In

note 19 of Chapter 4, Allen (1978:289) rejects the possibility
of an account s

lar to the one

~roposed

for stretchable suffixes.

According to her, the correct account will possibly be that items
in the Permanent

con are subject to boundary weakening) which

will permit external prcfixation by Level II # boundary prefixes,

Cf. Allen 1978:236ff.

and

§4,3.3

of this study [or a discussion

of the notion "stretchable suffixation",

27.

According to the

\~ebster's

46), to

de-humidifying and controlling the temperature

The verb to condition on the other hand (1961:473), has

the

28.

(1961:

means "to equip with an apparatus for wash-

wg, humid if

of air",

Third International Dic

"to put i:1to the proper or desired condition".

I will refer to the Websters's Third International Dictionary as
Webster's for short,

29.

Marchand (1969) uses the term "back-derivation" instead of "b<1ckformation",

However, he (1969:3) apparently regards the two terms

as synonyms, as the term "back-formation" appears in parentheses
after
30.

ivation",

Allen (1978:236) presents the fol1o,,,ing evidence 1n support of the
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hypothesis that -ful 1 does not attach to compounds:
-'-

I.JOY'sh'ipful

,', [8un-ILJor'87z'ip] Iii!

caY'eful

" [c1ri ld-caY'e] fu Z

Y'estful

-), [bed-y>est I- ' .ful

lawful
heaUhful
mastey'.fu l

"[house-mastey] ful

thoughtful

* [drcam-thought]
* [animal-beauty]

beautifuL

ful
fcd

31.

Cf. also Marchand 1969:291-292 for this distinction.

32.

Cf. Nida 1946:89

n. 21

33.

Cf. Nida 1946:82

for this statement.

34.

Note, incidentally, that Marchand (1969:324, 325) does not draw a

for this note.

distinction between two instances of less, as he does in the case
of ful.

He mentions only the less found in words such as careless,

endless, headless, etc.

According to him (1969:324), "combinations

with -less are suffixal words.

The suffix is primarily used with

substantival bases, conveying the privative meaning 'without, free

,"

from
[lis]

or

He also notes that the suffix -less is pronounced
[las]

The possibility that it can be pronounced [lES] ,

is not mentioned.
35.

According to Allen (1978:237), the only possible bracketing for
these cases is one in which the suffix appears outside the phrase.
The suffix cannot be attached to the final conjunct, e.g.
and

* [black]

[blueness] N' since constituents of different syntactic cate-

gories cannot be conjoined.

36.

This example, together with the form
Selkirk (1978:21).

hard-hearted~

is presented by

The type of morphologically complex word to

which hard-hearted belongs, will be discussed later.

37.

Selkirk (1978:21) analyzes hard-hearted as

[[hard heart] ed]
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38.

Note that there is a problem with Allen's formulation.

10 9

A parti-

cular type of compound cannot form a "subset" of a "more general
adjective compounding process".

Rather, a given type of compound

can form a subset of the products of a more general adjective
compounding process.

39.

An example of SLlch a general principle is the Horrhological Island
Constraint proposed by Botha (1981b:46):
"The individual constituents of the complex words formed
by means of w'"FRs lose the ability to i[1teract with inflectional, derivational and syntactic processes."
The Horphological Island Constraint will not be discussed in any
more detail.

Cf. Botha 1981b:45-55 and Savini in preparatio[1 for

a more detailed discussion of this constraint.

40.

Recall that Allen (1978:246-248) t-reats these examples as N-A compounds with the morphological structure

[[···I N [ [

"']N-ed]A]A'

41.

C£. Jespersen 1946:325

for the last nm examples.

42.

Cf. Jespersen 1946:336

for the last three examples.

43.

Cf; Jespersen 1946:460

for the last three examples.

44.

Cf. Jespersen 1946:462

for this example.

45.

Note that Allen would not regard the examples in (66) (a) as problematic for the EOR.

Recall that she regards -ness as a

"stretchable suffix", and that she analyzes complex adjectives
ending in -ed as compounds with an -ed adjective as second constituent.

However, in §S4.3.3

and

4.3.4

it was argued that Allen's

analyses cannot be accepted.

46.

According to Adams (1973: 33), a complex word such as

unadventu-

rousness may be "broken down" in the following way: unadventurous
and -ness;

un- and adventurous;

adventwoe and

-QUS.

Formations
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which cannot be "broken down" like this, are called "parasynthetic".
The form intraTITUscuLar, according to her (1973:33-34), ~s parasynthetic.

If the suffix is subtracted, there is no word intramuscLe.

She notes that '~e may here think of the prefix and the suffix as
being added 'simultaneously' to the stem".
as a parasynthetic compound,

s~nce

She regards mz.

the noun shake is not used in

this sens e outs ide the compound.

47.

-Levi (1977:325;

1978:1) uses the one term "complex nominal" to

denote the following types of nominals:
(i)
(ii)
( iii)

nonpredicating/nominal adjectives, e.g. planetary core;
compound nouns/nominal compounds,
nominalizations,

She (1977:325;

e.g.

e.g. apple core;

urban planning.

1978:6) claims that all complex nominals are trans-

formationally derived by means of two syntactic processes:

predi-

cate deletion and predicate nominalization.

48.

Levi (1977:328) mistakenly notes that "the full
nician" combines with the agentive suffix.

eN

quantum mecha-

This should presumably

read "the full eN quantum mechanic" combines \vith the agentive
suffix, -ian.

49.

The emphasis ~s Levi's.

SO.

Note that the examples ~n (68) constitute potential counterexamples
to Allen's EOR.

Allen does not consider a reanalysis of potential

counterexamples to the EOH involving the agentive suffixes -ian and

-ist.
51.

The bracketing ~n (70) ~s that of Selkirk (1978:21).

52.

Selkirk (1981 :270-271) presents the evidence in (69)

to support her

argument that the category type involved in the formation of native
compounds is that of word.
level'

According to her, the notion of 'category

is important in describing the distribution of derivational

affixes in English.

For every affix, the level of the category to
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which it adjoins

~ust

be specified.

Because derivational affixes

may attach to either compound nouns or single nouns
I

these structures are of the same level.

WI.

her

Therefore, the

type word is the one invoI.ved in compounding.

53.

Cf. also Sinclair 1977:26 and BoLha 1978:19
ect

for a d

e and nO[l-objectionEl!:;le pl·ote:::t.ion.

cuSs

n of

1 11
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